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If the costs of the Vietnam War were great to Americans and staggering to the South

Vietnamese, they were even worse for the North. And those costs were borne largely by the

individual soldiers—the soldiers who won the war.Based on interviews, soldiers’ diaries, letters,

and government documents, this book, first published in 1992, gives a classic, soldier’s-eye

account of the war our opponents fought and the men who fought it.
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Ross, “Like us soldiers, airmen, sailors. I served at a 2nd Class Storekeeper (Logistics) NSAD

Chi Kai Sept 1967 til April 1969. We in the Navy provided material support to Americal

Division, 3rd Marine Devision, Blue Dragon South Korean Marines, Australians, Filipino and

Thailand troups. 600 Navy Personnel doing a variety of important tasks. We had our share of

Rocket attacks, and small arms fire. We had a core group of South Vietnamese civilians that

worked side by side with us. Its a time I will never forget and was proud to have served for 19

months less 1 month for R&R. Thank you for putting this fine work together. I brought together

a lot of lose ends for me. There were a lot of things most of us common men did not

understand. The is was great. Thanks again.”

Richard Sibley, “Thorough and Interesting. Very revealing. The authors draw on many, many

sources to provide what surely must be a thorough description of the Viet Cong and the North

Vietnamese Army. The book covers organization, equipment, training (or the lack thereof),

indoctrination, food, living quarters, and tactics. Many ex-grunts and officers are quoted

without editing.Captured diaries, letters and the words of defectors and prisoners show the

Vietnamese fighters as sometimes gung ho and sometimes war-weary. The South Vietnamese

complain about the Northerners' superiority complex. The Northerners complain that the

South Vietnamese are too lax and too used to having fun.Most American soldiers respected

the enemy for his tenacity, patience, and small unit actions. The best enemy troops were

probably the sappers. But one American general faced enemy units without competent

leadership --- and developed contempt for enemy leadership and tactics.Unfortunately, soldiers



in any army are expendable. One American noted that the occasional willingness of the VC to

sacrifice large numbers of troops for a small objective was part of the Asian military

tradition.This is a balanced perspective; it includes descriptions of the VC's use of murder to

enforce cooperation.”

Joseph R. Calamia, “NOW THEY TELL ME!!!. "Inside the VC and The NVA" by Michael Lee

Lanning and Dan Cragg is a Texas A&M University Press publication. The book is obviously a

product from Texas A&M' Vietnam studies and is a superb informational guide to all aspects of

Vietnam, including it's history, it's climate, it's people, and...it's unique ability to wage war!I just

recently ordered the book and have not finished it. However, this book is not necessarily meant

as a readable novel, or biographical sketch to be finished at one sitting. This book is more than

that, it is... an astute collection of practical and knowledgeable facts to satisfy your curiosity

while giving you "everything you wanted to know about the Vietnamese but, were afraid to

ask."This is a great research tool, and unlike most books of this nature, this is one you will

enjoy reading! I only wish our Government would have made this book (or one like it),

available to every one of us who got orders to Vietnam 40 years ago (now they tell me!).

Perhaps, going into a war zone with this type of knowledge would have made a difference in

the final outcome.If, you research the Vietnam era, teach history, or simply enjoy learning,

then... this book is a "Must!"”

Andrew R. Finlayson, “An Essential Guide. Having served 32 months in South Vietnam during

the Vietnam War, I had the opportunity to interview and observe over 100 VC and NVA,

including several senior enemy political cadres. When I read this book I kept nodding my head

in agreement with everything Col. Lanning wrote about the enemy we faced during that

conflict. Using extensive documentation and footnotes, he lays to rest some of the myths

associated with the communist forces and presents a highly accurate and detailed portrait of

the individual enemy soldier, his background, training, equipment, morale, and tactics. I

recommend this book to any serious student of the Vietnam War who would like to have an

objective and honest picture of the communist military forces of that war and to the general

reader who wants to understand why that communist soldier was such a formidable foe.”

Peter Monks, “Groundbreaking research when first written. When first published, "Inside the

VC and NVA" would quite rightly have been considered groundbreaking research, providing an

insight into the VC and NVA that defied the conventional wisdom image of a poorly armed and

spontaneously organised indigenous popular front. Reliant on US intelligence assessments

and supported by a diverse and deep body of interviews with former communist combatants

(either deserters or prisoners of war) that dated from before the fall of Saigon, the authors

present a detailed picture of life inside, and the organisational strengths and weaknesses of,

the VC and NVA. While the inability to include contemporary reflections form the eventual

victors was probably unavoidable at the time of publication, inclusion of some South

Vietnamese perspectives and a careful culling of some of the statements by US senior officers

(some weren't particularly reflective and in some cases didn't seem supported by the otehr

evidence the authors had assembled) may have made for a slightly better balanced book. I

would have also appreciated a slightly more detailed examination of the political side of the

NLF at the grassroots and how it was affected by various allied and South Vietnamese

initiatives throughout the war. Easy to read and clear even for the reader with no detailed

military knowledge, "Inside the VC and NVA" does make good use of the sources available at



the time and is still a good introduction for anybody seeking an insight into the communist side

of the Vietnam War.”

M. Golas, “Interesting Read. A slow read, but full of information on the lives and difficult times

encountered in Viet Nam by the other side.”

M. Schroeder, “one stop information on the VC. This book took me forever to read. I was

interspersing it with books from the Library. This one I own. The book has a chapter

interviewing American Generals, one on the American soldier, and one from the VC

themselves. In a fashion, the book is written chronologically: first recruiting, the trip south,

organization, arms and equipment, logistics, and finally battles. If you want to know what the

VC and NVA were up to, this is a one stop way to find out.”

The book by Dan Cragg has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 55 people have provided feedback.
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